DESCRIPTION
An exclusive model where all the kitchen units are inspired by pure and essential lines to achieve a rigorous design project.

Poliform
TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

TYPOLOGY
kitchen collection

CARCASS FINISHING
light gray, dark gray

DOOR FINISHING
embossed lacquered, glossy lacquered, wood, walnut solid wood, DuPont Corian, steel

HANDLE
integrated
PHOENIX
FINISHINGS\TOP\COMPOSITE STONES (13)

SUPER WHITE
GLOSSY OR MICRO-BLASTED

WHITE SAND
GLOSSY OR MICRO-BLASTED

SILVER GRAY
GLOSSY OR MICRO-BLASTED

BRUGHIERA SAND
GLOSSY OR MICRO-BLASTED

GREY SEND
GLOSSY OR MICRO-BLASTED

RAVEN SAND
GLOSSY OR MICRO-BLASTED

NERO SAND
GLOSSY OR MICRO-BLASTED

NOCE SAND
GLOSSY OR MICRO-BLASTED

PORTLAND GRAY
GLOSSY OR MICRO-BLASTED

DARK MICRO-BLASTED

STORM VA
GLOSSY OR MICRO-BLASTED

WHITE VA
GLOSSY OR MICRO-BLASTED

BEIGE
GLOSSY OR MICRO-BLASTED

PHOENIX
FINISHINGS\TOP\STONES (2)

FOSSENA BLAZE

STONE BROWN MAT
PHOENIX
FINISHINGS\TOP\LAMINATO TUTTOCOLORE TOUCH VARENNA TOP (6)

F1 BIANCO TOUCH
F2 NERO TOUCH
F3 CASTORO TOUCH
F4 SUPER WHITE TOUCH
F5 SILVER GRAY TOUCH
F6 ARDESIA TOUCH

PHOENIX
FINISHINGS\TOP\DEKTON (5)

BIANCO
GRIGIO CEMENTO
GRIGIO LONDRA
TORTORA
NERO

PHOENIX
FINISHINGS\SNACK WORKTOPS\PIANI SNACK (7)

EMBOSSED LACQUERED
CORIAN
STONE
MARBLE
WOOD
TUTTOCOLORE LAMINATE